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Abstract 
The recurrence quotient is a real number associated to any symbolic sequence. In the case of 
Sturmian sequences, Morse and Hedlund proved that the smallest possible value is (5 + &)/2. 
We study here the structure of the set of values taken by the recurrence quotient for a Sturmian 
sequence. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The recurrence function R(n) of a symbolic sequence, introduced by Morse and 
Hedlund [7], is a way to quantify the regularity of a sequence: it measures maximal 
gaps between two consecutive occurrences of the same factor. 
To study the growth rate of R(n), a useful parameter is the recurrence quotient, 
p = lim sup R(n)/n, which is either a non-negative real number or +co. For a periodic 
sequence, it is easy to see that p = 1; for a non-periodic sequence, one has p > 2, and 
Rauzy [8] conjectured in 1983 that p2(5 + 6)/2. 
Sturmian sequences are a particularly interesting family of sequences (see e.g. [4]), 
the study of which has been initiated by Morse and Hedhmd [7]. They showed how to 
compute R(n) for these sequences, and thus p, using a continued fraction expansion. In 
particular, every Sturmian sequence has a recurrence quotient greater than or equal to 
(5+6)/2 (Rauzy’s conjecture therefore holds in this case), with this value (5+&)/2 
being actually reached for a Stunnian sequence known as the Fibonacci word. 
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Knowing this minimal value, it is natural to ask what the other values taken by the 
recurrence quotient are. For instance, is every real number above (5 + a)/2 a possible 
value, or does the spectrum of values taken by p contain holes? 
After a few preliminary definitions in Section 2, we present in Section 3 the method 
of Morse and Hedlund to compute the recurrence quotient of a Sturmian sequence 
using the continued fraction expansion of its slope. We then study in Section 4 the 
consequences of this method on the structure of the spectrum of values, and finally in 
Section 5 we give a closer look to the part of the spectrum below its first accumulation 
point. 
2. The recurrence quotient 
Let Z be an alphabet, i.e. a finite set. We denote by Z* the set of finite words over 
C, and by C” the set of sequences over C, or infinite words. For a word w E .Z*, let 
IwJ denote the length of w, and ww the periodic infinite word obtained by repeating w. 
Let u = uouiu2 . . . be a sequence on the alphabet C. For every n E N, we denote by 
F”(u) the set of factors (or subwords) of length n in U, i.e. of finite words of the form 
UkUk+l . . . Uk+n_l with k E N; we define similarly F,(w) for a word w E Z”. 
The recurrence function of II, denoted by R, or simply R, is the function from N 
to N U {+03} defined by 
R(n)=inf{mE N [VW EF&u), F,(w)=F,(u)}. 
In other words, R(n) is the size of the smallest window that contains every factor 
of length n of u, whatever its position, or +CQ if such a window does not exist (when 
the latter case occurs, II is said not to be uniformly recurrent). 
We then define the recurrence quotient of u, denoted by pu or p, as 
p= limsup- R(n) E 1w+ u { +oo}. 
n*+oo n 
We then have the following. 
Proposition 1. If u is not uniformly recurrent, p = +CCA Zf u is periodic, p = 1. Oth- 
erwise 2 < p 6 +co. 
Proof. If u is not uniformly recurrent, R(n) = +oo for n large enough, therefore 
p = +CQ. If u is periodic with smallest period T, R(n) = n + T - 1 for n large enough 
(n 2 T suffices), therefore p = 1. Finally, if u is not periodic, there are at least n + 1 
factors of length n [5], and a window containing n + 1 distinct factors of length n must 
have length at least 2n, hence R(n)32n and ~22. 0 
Note that p can be infinite even when R(n) is finite for all n; many Sturmian se- 
quences are in this case, and we will characterize them later (Section 4, Proposition 5). 
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The recurrence function is linked to the return times: if w is a factor of u, we call 
return time of w in u the maximal distance between two consecutive occurrences of w 
in U, and we denote it by e(w). Let then e(n) be the maximal value of E(w) among 
all words w E F,(U). 
Proposition 2. The functions R and k are linked by the relation 
Ynf N, R(n)=&n)+n- 1. 
Proof. Let w be a factor of length n of u such that l(n) = k(w); if m < l(n)+n - 1, one 
can find a factor of length M that does not contain w. Conversely, if m 2 e(n) + n - 1, 
a factor of length m necessarily contains every factor of length n, hence R(n) = t(n) + 
n-l. q 
One can observe that for almost every value of n, e(n) = Qn - l), and thus R(n) = 
R(n - 1) + 1. It is therefore interesting to study the values of n at which the value of 
l(n) changes. 
Let us call singular factor (the term is borrowed from [lo]) a factor w =xvy of u 
such that x’uy and xvy’ are also factors of u, with x,x’, y, y’ E Z, xfx’, y # y’ and 
v E C*. By convention, every factor of length 1 is also singular. Let S,(u) be the set of 
singular factors of length less than or equal to n in II, and S(U) the set of all singular 
factors in u. We then have: 
Proposition 3. For na 1, the maximal return time is given by 
4n) = we;;, e(w) 
n 
and the recurrence quotient by 
p= 1 +limsup F. 
WES(U) 
Proof. Set lo(n) =max,,s,(#) 8(w)_ Since L is a non-decreasing function (the return 
time of a word is larger than or equal to that of its prefixes), we have f(n)>fo(n). If 
t(n)>Qn - l), let w =xuy be a word such that Qw)=Qn). Since @v)< 
/(n - 1) <d(n) = 8(w), there exist occurrences of xv followed by a letter different 
from y, and similarly there exist occurrences of y preceded by a letter different from 
x. The factor w is therefore singular, and we thus have L’(n) d {o(n). This also holds 
if n = 1. Finally, if 4(n) = f(n - l), let n’ 3 1 be minimal such that 4(n) = Qn’). By 
the above reasoning l(n’)=eo(n’), and we have Qn)=/(n’)=8o(n’)dL’o(n). The re- 
currence quotient is the limit superior of R(n)/n, hence of 1 + f(n)/n, and it is clear 
that restricting to singular factors does not change this limit superior. 0 
Proposition 3 provides a method for computing the recurrence function of a sequence, 
as long as it is known how to compute its singular factors and their return time. In 
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fact, only certain singular factors have an influence on e(n): we shall call essential 
singular factor a singular factor w such that e(w) = v!( ]w] ) > d( ]w] - 1); Proposition 3 
remains true if S,(u) is replaced with the set of essential singular factors of length at 
most 12. 
3. Computing p for Sturmian sequences 
We present here the method given by Morse and Hedlund [7] for computing the 
recurrence function of a Sturmian sequence. 
A Sturmian sequence is a sequence on the alphabet Z = { 0, 1) having the following 
property: its complexity function p(n), i.e. the number of distinct factors of length n, 
is equal to n + 1. 
There exist many other equivalent definitions of Sturmian sequences; the one we shall 
use here relates to the discretization on Z2 of a straight line with irrational slope. Let a 
be an irrational number between 0 and 1, and /? a real number. The sequences sa,p and 
s&, defined by s,b(n) = [a(n+ l)+BJ - [u~+PJ and &(n) = [cr(n+ 1)+/I] - [cln+/?l 
are Sturmian sequences, and every Sturmian sequence can be obtained this way. 
These sequences sor,b and &, which differ in at most two points, have the same set 
of factors. Moreover, this language depends only on the parameter a, which is named 
the slope of the Sturmian sequence, and is also the density of ones in the sequence. 
As the recurrence function and the recurrence quotient depend only on the set of 
factors of the sequence, they depend only on the slope CI. We shall denote by p(x) the 
recurrence quotient common to all Sturmian sequences of slope CI. 
The continued fraction expansion of the real number CI plays an essential role in the 
study of Sturmian sequences of slope CI. Recall that the continued fraction expansion 
of cI is E=[ao;al,az ,..., ai, . . .], where a0 E Z and ai E N * for i > 1, if there exists a 
sequence of real numbers Xi such that x0 = CI, ai = ]~i] and Xi = ai + l/xi+1 . This expan- 
sion provides among other things rational approximations pi/qi of a, called convergents 
of a and given by 
PO = a0, qo= 1, 
PI =a0al + 1, and q1 =al, 
Pi+1 =ai+iPi +Pi-1 qi+l = ai+iqt + qi- 1 
for ia 1. 
Morse and Hedlund [7] proved the following result: 
Proposition 4. Let u be a Sturmian sequence of slope ~1, and pi/qi the convergents of 
~1. Then R(n) = R(n - 1) + 1 except when n = qi for some i > 0. For these exceptional 
values of n, one has R(qi) = qi+l + 2qi - 1. 0 
In other words, the essential singular factors of a Sturmian sequence constitute a 
sequence (wi), with Jwil = qi and /(wi) = qi + qi+r 
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Example. The Fibonacci word f is the Sturmian sequence s,,~, where a = (3 - &)/2 = 
[O; 2,1,1,. . .] ~0.382. It can also be obtained as the fixed point of the substitution 
O-01, 1-O: 
f = 010010100100101001010010010100100101001010010010100101001001. . . . 
The convergents are given by pj = qi_2 = Fi, where (Fj) is the numeric Fibonacci 
sequence. Singular factors (all of which are essential except 0) are the words 0, w. = 1, 
~1 =OO, ~2=101, ~s=OO100, etc., such that ~=OWOW~W~... and jwil=qi=Fi+2 
[lo]. The return time of wj is Qwj) = qi + qi+l = Fj+4, therefore p - 1 = lim Fj+4/Fj+2 
is the square of the golden mean, and p = (5 + 1/5)/2. 
Proposition 4 yields an expression of the recurrence quotient: 
Corollary 1. The recurrence quotient of a Sturmian sequence of slope a is 
p(a)=2+limsup~=2+limSUp[aj;ai_l,...,al]. 
I 
Proof. We have R(qj_1 )/qj- I= 2 + qi/qi_ 1, and the (finite) continued fraction expan- 
sion of the quotient qj/qj_i is given by the classical formula qj/qj-t = [aj; aj_1,. . . , al]. 
q 
A consequence of Corollary 1 is that if two slopes a and a’ have continued fraction 
expansions a = [a~; al,. . .] and a’ = [ah; a{ , . . .] that differ only in a prefix, i.e. if there 
exist two integers k and k’ such that aktn = a;,,, for all n E N, then the associated 
recurrence quotients are equal: p(a) = ~(a’). This happens if and only if there exist 
integers a, b, c, d, with lad - bcJ = 1, such that a’ = (aa + b)/(ca + d). 
4. The spectrum of values of p 
Let us now study the structure of the spectrum of values taken by p for Sturmian 
sequences, i.e. the set S of values taken by p(a) when a spans [0, l]\Q. We begin 
with an evaluation of the integer part of p(a), and a characterization of slopes that 
yield an infinite recurrence quotient. 
Proposition 5. Let a = [a~; al,. . .]. If the oi are bounded, then a + 2 <p(a) < a + 3, 
where a = lim sup aj. If the ai are not bounded, then p(a) = +oo. 
proof. Fori~l,aj~qj/qj-l<aj+l, hencea+2<p<a+3 ifaisfinite, andp=+m if 
a is infinite. If a is finite, there cannot be equality since aj+ l/(ai_i + 1) <gi/qj_i e aj + 
l/(1 +l/(aj-2+ 1)) as soon as i>3, hence 2+a+ I/(a+ l)<p~3+~- l/(a+2). 
cl 
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We characterize elements of S other than +oc in terms of their continued fraction 
expansion. 
Let b = (bj)iG~ be a sequence with values in N*. We denote by [b] the real number 
having [bs; bi, bz,. . .] as a continued fraction expansion, and by Tkb the sequence b 
deprived from its first k terms, that is (bi+k)iEN. 
Theorem 1. The spectrum S is given by 
S={2 + [b]) bE(N*)N and VkE N, [b]a[Tkb]}U{+m}. 
Proof. Let us first prove that S is contained in this set. Let CI = [a] be a slope, 
and p(a) = 2 + lim SUP [ai; LZ_1,. . . , al] be the corresponding recurrence quotient. Let 
A4 = sup ai. By Proposition 5, if M =+oo, then p(a) =+cc. If M is finite, let (ii) be an 
increasing sequence of indices such that p( cl) = 2 + lim [ai, ; aij_ 1, . . . , a 11. This sequence 
can be viewed as a sequence of finite words on the alphabet A = { 1,2,. . . ,M}, which 
then has (in the sense of the product topology on A* U A” ) a limit b E A”, and we 
indeed have p(a) = 2 + [b]. Moreover, for all k, [Tkb] = lim [ai,__k; &,-_k-1,. . . , al] < 
lim sup[ui;ui_~,...,u~]=[b]. 
Conversely, let b be a sequence with values in N* such that Vk E N, [b] > [Tkb]. 
If b is a recurrent sequence (i.e. if every factor of b occurs infinitely many times in 
b), we can construct another recurrent sequence a such that F(a) is the mirror image 
of F(b). We then let a = [O; a], and indeed p(a) = 2 + [b]. If b is not recurrent, let u 
be the longest prefix of b occurring infinitely many times in b and ni the position in 
b of its ith occurrence. Let Vi = bobI . . . b,_l and II =Gri&i;s . . . , where iji is the mirror 
image of zli. Then for CI = [O; a], we have p(a) = 2 + [b] (the inequality p(a) 22 + [b] 
comes from the fact that F(a) contains the mirror image of F(b), and p(a) ~‘2 + [b] 
from the choice of the Q’S). 0 
Theorem 1 yields some information on the topology of S. 
Corollary 2. The set S is a compact subset of K+ = [0, +cG], with empty interior. S 
has the power of the continuum. 
Proof. For all kEN, let &={2+[b]jbE(N*)N and [b]>[Tkb]}U{+m}. This set 
Sk is a closed subset of p, hence S = nkEN Sk is closed too. Since the finite elements 
of S have an infinite continued fraction expansion, they are all irrational and the interior 
of S is thus empty. Finally, for any sequence b such that bo = 3 and Vn 3 1, b, E { 1,2}, 
the real number 2 + [b] is in S, which therefore has the power of the contimmm. 0 
5. Study of the first accumulation point 
Let us now give a closer look to what happens near the lower bound of S. Note 
that if p = 2 + [b] is in the interval [a + 2, a + 31, then bo = a and bj <a. In particular, 
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ifa-1, then all b;‘s are equal to 1 and p=2+[1;1,1,...]=(5+&)/2~3.618: we 
recognize the recurrence quotient of the Fibonacci word. This value, which shall be 
written for simplicity as p = 2 + [lw], is thus the only element in S n [0,4]. 
Let us now turn to the interval [4,5]; b is now a sequence on the alphabet A = { 1,2}, 
with bc = 2. Let i be the smallest index, if it exists, for which bi = 1; if i > 1, consider 
T’-‘b: this sequence starts with 21 whereas b starts with 22, therefore [Tip161 > [6] 
and 2 + [6] $ S. Only two possibilities are left: either i does not exist and p = 2 + 
[2w] = 3 + fi z 4.414 (which is indeed a possible value), or i = 1 and p > i. 
Going on with the same arguments, we find an increasing sequence of values, all 
of which have a periodic continued fraction expansion (they are therefore quadratic 
numbers), which constitutes the lower part of S. Let us formalize this construction: 
Theorem 2. Let (u,) be the sequence of words in A* = { 1,2}* dejined by ug = 1, 
ui ==2 and u,+l =u,u,_~u,_I for n> 1, or equivalently by u, =$“(l) where $: A* --f 
A* is the substitution mapping 1 to 2 and 2 to 211. Let u = lim u, E A” be the infinite 
fixed point of +, and po =2 + [u]. Then po ES and Sf’ [O,po[ = (2 + [u,“] 1 n E N}. 
The number po ~4.58564984128 is the smallest accumulation point in S. 
To prove Theorem 2, we shall make use of the following lemmas concerning the 
substitution (I/ and the words u,. By convention, we set [x] = +cc if x is the empty 
word,sothat[ux]=a+l/[x] forallaEAandxEA*. 
Lemma 1. t+b is an increasing function for the total order on A* induced by continued 
fraction expansions, i.e. if [x] < [y], then [I++(X)] < [$(y)]. 
Proof. Let us first assume that x and y do not start with the same letter, i.e. that x 
starts with 1 and y starts with 2. Then +(x) starts with 22 or is equal to 2, whereas 
$(y) starts with 211: we have [$(x)1 <[II/(y)] as expected. The conclusion is the same 
when y is empty. 
In the general case, we can let x = wx’ and y = WY’, where x’, y’, w E A* and x’ and 
y’ do not start with the same letter (one of these two words being possibly empty). If 
]w] is even, the order of [x’] and [y’] is the same as that of [x] and [y]; if jw( is odd, 
it is the reverse order. We remark that I$( 1 )I = 1 and l+(2)] = 3 are odd numbers, and 
consequently that I+(w)1 has the same parity as ]wI. The order of [I&)] = [Il/(w)$(x’)] 
and of [$(y)] = [$(w)$(y’)] is thus either the same as that of [I&‘)] and [+(y’)], 
or the reverse order, depending on the parity of Iw]. In both cases, we conclude by 
applying the previous paragraph to x’ and y’. 0 
Lemma 2. For all n E N and for every conjugate v of u,, [u,] k [v]. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. If n = 0, u, = 1 has no other conjugate than 
itself. Let v be a conjugate of u,, = $(u,_i), n3 1. If v starts with 1, then [u,] > [v]. 
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Otherwise v factors through + as v= $(v’), and v’ is then a conjugate of u,-i to 
which the induction hypothesis can be applied, and Lemma 1 ($ is increasing) allows 
to conclude. 0 
Lemma 3. For all n E N and for any sequence b E A”, if 2 + [b] ES and [b] > [@I, 
then [bl 2 [~n”,~ I. 
Proof. We again proceed by induction on n. If n = 0, we have seen above that there 
is no value in S between 2 + [now] = 2 + [l”] and 2 + [uf] = 2 + [27. Assume that 
2 + [b] ES and [b]>[u,“]; then b starts with 2. If b contains 212 or 2111 as a factor, 
then there exists an integer k such that [6]&[Tkb]>[21111] >[u,“,i]. Otherwise, b 
factors through $ as b = $(b’), and [6’] > [u,“_i] since [$(b’)] > [$(&)I and Ic/ is 
increasing by Lemma 1. By the induction hypothesis, we then have [b’] >[@I, and 
therefore [6] 2 [u,“,, I. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us first prove that 2 + [u,“] E S for all n. For any integer k, 
the shifted sequence Tk(a,“) can be written as Tk(u,“)= P, where v is a conjugate 
of u,. We have [v] <[u,] by Lemma 2, and therefore [v”] d [u,“] (since these words 
have the same length), that is [Tk(n,“)] <[u,“]. As S is a closed set, we deduce that 
po = lim 2 + [u,“] E S. Conversely, Lemma 3 ensures that there is no other element in 
S n [0, PO[ than the 2 + [u,W]‘s. 0 
Remark that the infinite word u, fixed point of Ic/, which yields the continued fraction 
expansion of the real number po, can also be obtained from a well-known infinite word, 
the Thue-Morse word t, fixed point of the substitution 8 : C* -+ C* mapping 0 to 01 
and 1 to 10. Indeed, the derived word of t, obtained by replacing each maximal block 
of O’s or of l’s with its length, is no other than D(t) = lu: 
t = 0110100110010110100101100..., 
V v-v V V VV 
u= 2 112 2 2 112 112 112 2.... 
We know of no general result concerning real numbers whose continued fraction 
expansion is a fixed point of a substitution. However, techniques due to Davison [ 111, 
Queffelec [12] and Allouche [l] allow to prove that po is a transcendental number. 
Finally, we give some formulas that allow to compute the value of [u,“] and to 
approximate po without using continued fractions. 
Theorem 3. Let (tn),(pn),(qn) and (d,) be the numerical sequences deJined by 
to= 1, 
t1=2, 
Po=L 40=1, 
t n+l = t,(t,2_1 + 2), Pn+l = 1 + Pntm qn+1 =%A 
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and d, = 1 + tz/4. Then 
,p, = Pn - 642 + VK 
” 
9n 
Proof. Let U,, = (“, i) be the matrix such that, if x > 1 admits [b] as a continued 
fraction expansion, then [u,$] = (ax + b)/(cx + d), with lad - bcl = 1. By construction, 
we have 
One can check by induction that 
hence [n,l = pnlqn and [u,“] is the positive root of the equation x(9,x+ t,, - pn) = PnX+ 
(Pn+l - Pi )/qn, that is x = (p,, - t,,/2 + fi)/q,. Finally, 
4n+l 4n %I+1 
6. Conclusion 
The definition and the properties of our set S remind several know objects. The first 
one is the Markoff spectrum (or the similar Lagrange spectrum) [6]. That spectrum is 
also defined using continued fractions; however, its structure is rather different from 
that of S, and in particular, unlike S, its interior is non-empty. Let us also mention 
another spectrum defined using continued fractions, the spectrum of covering numbers 
for Sturmian sequences [9], whose structure is still to be studied. 
The combinatorial characterization of S given in Theorem 1 also reminds of Lyndon 
words, that are smaller (for the lexicographic order) than all their shifted images. 
However, the fact that the order we use here (the order induced by the continued 
fraction expansion) is not the lexicographic order, but an alternating lexicographic 
order, seems to completely change the nature of these words. 
Finally, there is a much stronger link with a set of infinite words studied by Allouche 
and Cosnard in relation with the iteration of unimodal functions [2]: it is the set 
r={a~C” Iao=at=l and Yk>O, E<Tka<a}, 
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where x H X is the substitution that swaps O’s and 1 ‘s, and < is the usual lexicographic 
order. Indeed, let 
r’=PJ{(lO)~}={aECN lM20, a<T%<a}, 
then S = (2 + [D(a)] 1 a E r’}, where D is the derivation operator defined in Section 5, 
and by convention 2 + [D( 1 “)I = +oo. 
The properties of r given in [2] can be easily transposed to S. In particular, the 
set of quadratic numbers is dense in S, and any non-countable interval of S contains 
a subinterval isomorphic to S as an ordered set. 
Allouche and Cosnard also associate to r’ a set of real numbers, but based on 
the binary expansion instead of the continued fraction expansion. The set they obtain, 
{XER)M>O, 1 -x<{2kx}< } . g ,x , 1s a ain isomorphic to S as an ordered set. 
A few questions concerning the structure of the spectrum S remain. For instance, 
what is its Hausdofi dimension (or that of each of its intervals S n [a, a + l])? 
Finally, it would be interesting to generalize this study of the recurrence quotient to 
other families of infinite words, such as words of complexity 2n + 1 [3], or to infinite 
words in general. But it seems a difficult task, since we cannot use continued fractions 
as a powerful tool any more. 
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